
 

 

 

 

2018-2019 Season 

GENERAL FALL AUDITIONS INFORMATION PACKET 

Auditions are open to all currently enrolled Rollins students, regardless of major or minor. 
 

THE SHOWS 

On the Annie Russell Stage: 
 

Twelve Angry Jurors 

Adapted by Sherman L. Sergel 
Based on the movie by Reginald Rose 
Directed by Thomas Ouellette 
September 28 – October 6, 2018 
 

A young man just stood trial for the fatal stabbing of his father. If convicted, he’ll face the death penalty. "He doesn't 
stand a chance," mutters the guard as twelve jurors are taken into a bleak deliberation room. It seems like an open-and-
shut case, until one juror refuses to agree to a “guilty” verdict. This beautifully-crafted, mature piece of dramatic 
literature brings together twelve complex characters to determine the fate of a man.   
 
Avenue Q 

Music and Lyrics by Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx 
Book by Jeff Whitty 
Directed by Tim Williams 
Music Direction by Jason M. Bailey 
November 16 – December 1, 2018 
 

Avenue Q tells the timeless story of a recent college graduate named Princeton who moves into a shabby New York 
apartment (all the way out on Avenue Q.) Princeton and his new friends struggle to find jobs, dates and their ever-
elusive purpose in life. With hilarious lyrics and a delightfully catchy score – and puppets! – Avenue Q won the Tony 
“Triple Crown” in 2004: Best Musical, Best Score, and Best Book. Don’t let the puppets fool you. This one isn’t for the 
kids. 

 
 

 

 

 



THE ROLES 

 

Twelve Angry Jurors: For the 2018-2019 season opener, we will tweak the play Twelve Angry Men by Reginald Rose to 
accommodate color- and gender-blind casting. All 14 roles are open to everyone. The ART version of the play is called 
Twelve Angry Jurors. 

• FOREMAN: restrained; authoritative; by-the-book; fair-minded; seems to relish her/his role as an authority 
figure; working class 

• JUROR #2 a wallflower; tentative and unsure; easily swayed by the opinions of others; hesitant; with-holding 
and shy 

• JUROR #3 a loudmouth; free with her/his opinions and quite sure of her/himself; edgy and intolerant; a 
steamroller; abusive, almost sadistic; hypocritical; forceful: a bully; definitely upper-middle class 

• JUROR #4 articulate; soft-spoken—not given to tirades or outbursts; a rich person who relies on her/his privilege 
without acknowledging that privilege; seems uncomfortable in this milieu, among these people; remains 
formally dressed throughout and is seemingly not distressed by the heat; excellent memory with a good grasp of 
the facts of the case; definitely upper- or upper-middle class 

• JUROR #5 younger; tentative at first; unwilling to speak up and to stand her/his ground; grew up in an 
impoverished environment; definitely working class 

• JUROR #6 passive; unsure of her/himself, uneasy about sharing her/his opinions; noncommittal; apologetic; 
used to working with her/his hands, not her/his brain; definitely working class 

• JUROR #7 argumentative, sometimes just for the sake of it; impatient—is anxious to leave; close-minded; 
superficial and a bit flashy, crass; inflexible, a loudmouth; sees little merit in discussing the case because the 
defendant is so clearly guilty; late in the process #7 reveals a deep prejudice toward immigrants; middle class—
but hardly classy! 

• JUROR #8 has a quiet authority; has sufficient fortitude and strength of character to initially stand up to all of 
the others; open-minded; sensitive to issues of class and race; articulate; noble; persistent; can be 
argumentative and stubborn – but remains calm even during heated arguments; middle class 

• JUROR #9 definitely older; feels invisible and powerless; logical; observant; empathetic; finds his voice as the 
jury process moves along; probably retired 

• JUROR #10 bigoted; a loudmouth; close-minded; opinionated; very volatile: quick to anger; impatient; 
dismissive, has led a sheltered life but is nonetheless a know-it-all; parochial; middle class 

• JUROR #11 a European immigrant; logical; observant; has experienced prejudice and has a keen ear/eye for it; 
sees America and American justice from an outsider’s vantage point; polite, almost subservient at first 
(deferential); takes very seriously her/his responsibility as a juror; working class 

• JUROR #12 not very emotionally intelligent: finds it difficult to relate or engage with the other jurors; superficial 
and distracted, even flippant; not very invested in the process; upper-middle class 

 

 



Avenue Q:  
Cast: 5m, 7w 

There is flexibility with the genders of Mrs. T’s and The Bad Idea Bears’ puppeteers. 

9 of the twelve roles are puppeteers. While Puppeteering experience is not mandatory it is very useful and should be 
noted on audition sheet. 

PUPPETS 

• PRINCETON: A fresh-faced kid just out of college and the protagonist. 
o Gender: Male Tenor: Vocal range top: G4-Vocal range bottom: Bb2 

• KATE MONSTER: A Kindergarten teaching assistant, who is a bit older than Princeton. 
o Gender: Female Mezzo Soprano: Vocal range top: F5-Vocal range bottom: F#3 

• NICKY: A slacker who lives with Rod. 
o Gender: Male Tenor: Vocal range top: B4-Vocal range bottom: B2 

• ROD: An investment banker who is Republican and a closeted homosexual. 
o Gender: Male Baritone: Vocal range top: G4-Vocal range bottom: A2 

• TREKKIE MONSTER: A reclusive creature obsessed with the Internet and all it has to offer. 
o Gender: Male Baritone/Bass: Vocal range top: Eb4-Vocal range bottom: Bb2 

• LUCY: A vixenish vamp with a dangerous edge. 
o Gender: Female Alto/Mezzo Soprano: Vocal range top: F5-Vocal range bottom: F3 

• THE BAD IDEA BEARS: Two snuggly, cute teddy-bear types. 
o Gender: Female Alto and/or Male Tenor: Vocal range top: G4-Vocal range bottom: Bb3 

• MRS. T: Crabby and ancient. Kate's boss. 
o Gender: Female/Male 

HUMANS 

• BRIAN: A laid-back guy married to Christmas Eve. 
o Gender: Male Baritone: Vocal range top: F#4-Vocal range bottom: B2 

• CHRISTMAS EVE: A therapist who recently moved to Avenue Q from Japan. 
o Gender: Female Alto/Mezzo Soprano: Vocal range top: F#5- Vocal range bottom: B3 

• GARY COLEMAN: Yes, that Gary Coleman. Lives on the Avenue and is superintendent of the apartment buildings. 
o Gender: Female Soprano: Vocal range top: Bb5- Vocal range bottom: D3 



 

THE AUDITION PREPARATION 

Monologue:  
 
Read the play, and select one 1-1.5 minute monologue from the ART version of Twelve Angry Jurors. Alternatively, 
actors may choose any monologue with the same length from a contemporary American drama. Since it may be tough 
to find a monologue whose tone matches Twelve Angry Jurors, actors are urged to read the ART script and to select an 
audition piece from it, changing all references to align with your race or gender. The script is full of monologue 
possibilities! Questions about auditions or monologues for Twelve Angry Jurors can be addressed to Assistant Director Fiona Campbell: fcampbell@rollins.edu or 
407-257-6719 

For Avenue Q performers must choose a comedic monologue no more than a minute in length.   

Song:  

Performers must be prepared to sing 16 measures of a song that showcases strong character singing.  

 

Audition package should not exceed three minutes in total. 

 
 
 

THE AUDITIONS 

The Department of Theatre and Dance holds general auditions for all fall productions on one night. Then, on successive 
nights, separate callbacks are held for the individual shows: 

Tuesday, August 28th: General Auditions for the Fall Season 

Wednesday, August 29th: Twelve Angry Jurors 

Thursday, August 30st: Avenue Q  

Friday, August 31th: Cast Lists Get Posted 

 



 

CAST LISTS POSTED   

Twelve Angry Jurors and Avenue Q: Friday, August 31st at noon 

 

REHEARSAL PERIOD 

Twelve Angry Jurors: August 31st- September 27th   

Avenue Q: October 8th – November 15th   

Please bring a list of all known conflicts to the general auditions on Tuesday, August 28th.  
Rehearsal dates are subject to change. 

GENERAL AUDITION GUIDELINES 

• Auditions are by appointment only. A sign-up sheet will be posted on the backboard in the back hallway of the 
Department of Theatre and Dance. 

• Students should select pieces that contrast with one another. Students are encouraged to put together a 
“package” that shows range, versatility, and a familiarity with the plays being produced. 

• Auditions will be strictly timed, and may not exceed three minutes in total. 
• All callbacks will consist of readings from the scripts. Digital copies of Twelve Angry Jurors and Avenue Q are 

available free by contacting Chelsea Hilend at CHilend@rollins.edu. 
 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 

Should I read the plays before the auditions/callbacks? 

It is strongly encouraged. The more you understand the material, the better you can prepare yourself and the more you can tailor 
your audition selections to the needs of the plays.  

Does my monologue have to be memorized? 

No. It's preferable but not required, especially if this is your first audition with us. We do expect upperclassmen/women and 
performance scholarship holders to display a higher level of preparation. 

Will my audition be timed? Will I be asked to stop after I have reached the three-minute maximum? 

Yes. And yes. 

Is there a time restriction for the song, too? 

Prepare no more than 16 bars and time this along with your monologue selection. The total length of your material should not 
exceed the three-minute maximum noted above. 

I only want to audition for Avenue Q! Do I have to sing AND act? 

Yes. All students who are interested in being cast in the musical must sing as well as present a monologue.  

 



I consider myself primarily a dancer. Do I still need to prepare a song and monologue? 

If you want to be considered for Avenue Q you will need to perform a song excerpt and monologue (see the question above).  

I only want to act. Do I also have to prepare a song? 

No, there is no singing required if you only wish to be considered for Twelve Angry Jurors. However, we do encourage everyone to 
prepare the monologue and 16 bars of music. Remember, this is a great opportunity to prepare and present new audition material.  

What should I wear? 

For the audition you’ll want to “dress up” as if you were going on a business interview or first date. Wear comfortable clothes in 
which you feel good. Some students wear clothes that subtly suggest the kind of character for which they want most to be 
considered (so if you have your heart set on a specific elegant character, dress accordingly, don't wear sloppy pants and a t-shirt). 
Avoid skimpy or distracting attire and accessories. Also avoid flip flops, sandals or excessively high-heeled shoes as they will restrict 
your ability to move. Be sure that your clothing does not grab undue focus: the directors want to concentrate on and remember 
you, not your clothes. 

For the callbacks your attire selection will vary according to the director's wishes. Typically, it is advisable to wear the same or a 
similar outfit as your audition. Consult the callback sheets for specific instructions. 

Where do I show up for the auditions? 

Check in with the stage manager(s) at least 15 minutes prior to your audition time to fill out paperwork. Gather in the Annie Russell 
Theatre Greenroom.  

Where are the callbacks held? 

Gather in the Annie Russell Theatre Green Room for the Twelve Angry Jurors and Avenue Q callbacks. 

When do I show up for callbacks? 

This varies according to the show and the needs of the individual directors. Consult the callback sheet for specific instructions (and 
be sure to initial the callback list by your name to indicate that you will attend). Note that some directors stagger the call times: be 
sure to check what time you are called back. And again, it’s wise to arrive at least 15 minutes early.  

Do I need to bring sheet music to the audition? 

Yes. Please makes sure this is clearly marked, and appropriately edited and formatted.   

What about a pianist? 

An accompanist will be provided. 

All of the audition slots have been taken, what do I do? 

A list for stand-bys will be posted after all the regular audition slots are filled. All stand-bys will be seen: no actor will be turned 
away. 

If I'm called back, how do I prepare for the individual callbacks, and what if I'm called back for more than one show? 

Consult the callback list for more information regarding the specific callbacks. Generally, “sides” (excerpts from the scripts) are 
made available in the ART Green Room during the day or days preceding the individual callbacks. Students often receive more than 
one callback. 

 



I have a question that wasn’t addressed on this list. What should I do? 

Feel free to contact the pertinent show director (emails are listed above) and they will be happy to answer any lingering questions. 
We all want you to shine during the audition and callback process and will do everything in our power to set you up for success. 

As actors, we often spend more time talking about, stressing over and “considering” our preparation than actually doing the work… 
so get started today!  

 

Wishing you a great audition! 

Dr. D. on behalf of the Department of Theatre and Dance.  

  


